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Neurons encode information in their spike trains. In a
range of neural systems, every spike train and potentially
each spike is supremely important [1], so important that,
given appropriate input, many neurons can reliably repeat
their spike timing with startling accuracy [2]. Yet a target
neuron sees many such spike trains in its afferent input.
And the statistics of such a group of spike-trains are well
described by simple models that pay no heed to the single
spike or even the single spike train. How then do we rec-
oncile the success of these simple models with the com-
plexity of encoding within and decoding of spike trains
[1,3]?
First, we set out to understand just how accurate these
simple models are. They are often used for qualitative
understanding of problems [1] and that is certainly an
approach used here. But we show that these simple mod-
els can be pushed hard before they break down and
thereby can give quantitative insight. We build a frame-
work that directly generates the set of spike-events that
occur across all the target neuron's inputs and that encap-
sulate many simple models of the individual spike trains.
Nonetheless, these spike-event generators are sufficiently
simple for us to gain analytical insight into exactly how
the structure of the input to a neuron is dependent on the
number, rate and correlation of the individual spike
trains. As an example, we use this to model the global
properties that arise from weak pair-wise correlations
between spike trains [4].
The framework's most interesting prediction is that the
global statistics of the afferent input to a single neuron
converge for a wide range of properties of the individual
afferent spike trains, thus obscuring potentially important
properties of those spike trains. How then does informa-
tion carried by individual spike trains become decoded
into the output of a neuron? This questions stands in con-
trast to much previous work that has focused on decoding
the spike train correlates of continuous stimuli [1,3]. We
show, because of the obscuring effects on individual
trains, our framework predicts that strongly asymmetric
distributions of synaptic conductances are necessary for
reliable reproduction of output spike trains in response to
common components of different sets of inputs [2]. Thus,
we posit this as the reason for such distributions in the
vertebrate brain, recently described in many neural cir-
cuits [5].
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